ABSTRACT With the advent of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) era, the demand for lightweight embedded systems is rapidly increasing. So far, ultra-low power (ULP) processors have been leading the development of lightweight embedded systems. However, as the IoT era gets more sophisticated, existing ULP processors are expected to reach a critical limit in the absence of a memory management unit (MMU) in that multiple programs cannot be run in the MMU-less embedded systems. To tackle this issue, we propose an architecture in which the MMU is embedded in a network-on-chip (NoC). Through the proposed approach, NoC offers MMU functionality without modifying the processor design, allowing developers to easily leverage the existing ULP lightweight processors and build embedded systems that support multiprocessing. In this paper, along with the details of the proposed MMU-embedded NoC (MMNoC) design, a prototype platform including the MMNoC and dual RISC-V processors is provided. The prototype platform is synthesized with FPGA and Samsung 28 nm FD-SOI technology to verify the functional accuracy and small performance, area, and power overhead of the MMNoC.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the age of Internet-of-Things (IoT) begun, many changes are taking place in the world of embedded systems. One of the major shifts is the explosion in demand for small embedded systems with an emphasis on energy efficiency, easy development and affordability of the systems [1] - [3] . In these small embedded systems, simple, narrow-issue and low-power processors, referred to as lightweight processors, are desirable in that system developers can dynamically integrate multiple lightweight processors to achieve greater energy efficiency with less costly design efforts. And even if performance degradation is severe, an ultra-low-power (ULP) processor that consumes significantly less power than traditional lowpower processors is more desirable. In line with this trend, the ULP and lightweight processors have been intensively
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Adnan M. Abu-Mahfouz. researched and developed from both academia [4] - [8] and industry [9] - [12] . In this paper, we call such small embedded systems using the ULP lightweight processors the lightweight embedded systems, and research on their design methodologies.
Meanwhile, another big change in the embedded systems is that the required functionality of the embedded system are being expanded. Apart from the migration of existing large embedded systems to smaller ones, the recent embedded systems are desired to be able to run multiple programs alternately or concurrently. In other words, as the embedded systems are used to collect and analyze various types of data in the IoT era, the multiprocessing capabilities of embedded systems are becoming more important. For example, embedded systems for IoT end nodes with various sensors tend to perform varied types of lightweight data processing [13] - [15] , and therefore multiprocessing is necessary to these types of embedded systems. Especially for the embedded VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ systems targeting biomedical applications whereby multilead biological signals requires to be be processed in parallel and energy efficiently, multiple ULP processors are used in such systems to support multiprocessing [16] , [17] . In this regard, it is not surprising that the well-known IoT platform, PULP (parallel and ultra low power platform) [7] , [18] , [19] , supports multiprocessing. Between the two trends we have discussed above, we can find a clear niche in what to do if we develop the lightweight embedded system that support multiprocessing. To support the multiprocessing, memory management unit (MMU) is essential [3] , [20] , and must be implemented in the embedded system. But unfortunately, due to the area, power, and cost overhead of integrating the MMU into the processor [21] , most commercial ULP lightweight processors are MMU-less (i.e., there are few ULP processors with own MMUs in academia [17] , [18] ). Consequently, embedded systems using such ULP lightweight processors cannot support multiprocessing by default.
To solve this problem, we explored an idea of detaching MMUs from processors and placing them in the other hardware intellectual properties (IPs), which has been researched in the multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) field [22] - [26] . While most of the previous research based on the MMU isolation idea focused primarily on improving the performance of MPSoC for high-performance platforms, we found this idea to be a solution to our attention. In other words, embedding MMU to another IP in a platform may allow the embedded system developers to build the MMU-integrated platform by using existing ULP lightweight processors.
Especially, we paid attention to the network-on-chip (NoC) that is a common IP for system interconnect in modern embedded system platforms [8] , [27] , [28] . Then, attention has been paid to previous researches on the placement of MMUs in network-on-chip (NoC) [23] - [25] . Starting with a distributed MMU that uses multiple MMUs as the resources of NoC to perform operations to handle memory access requests, we propose a new NoC design that includes a lightweight MMU architecture suitable for lightweight embedded systems. This approach eliminates the need to modify the processor design, therefore any existing ULP lightweight processors can be used in the lightweight embedded systems that support multiprocessing. In addition, the use of the same MMU design in the proposed NoC simplifies the development of embedded system software, otherwise different types of MMUs should be taken carefully into the consideration in the software development. In this paper, the details of the proposed MMU design are presented, and application-specific NoC is introduced along with the proposed MMU (i.e., we call it MMNoC). Finally, an entire system prototype, including MMNoC and RISC-V processors, is implemented in register transfer level (RTL) Verilog HDL. For the verification and evaluation of the MMNoC, the prototype is synthesized in both Xilinx FPGA and Samsung 28nm FD-SOI technology. The simulation results with the synthesized prototype show the functional accuracy of the proposed MMNoC and lightness suitable for lightweight embedded system. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is dedicated to a preliminary of the memory management systems for multiprocessing in embedded systems. Section III elucidates the details of the proposed architecture, including an embedded MMU design, a network interface, and MMNoC architecture. Related work is also provided in Section III. Section IV is to present the experimental setups, executions and simulation results, while Section V concludes the paper.
II. MEMORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: A PRELIMINARY
Memory management system (MMS) plays a pivotal role to manage the primary memory (e.g., SRAM, DRAM) by controlling and tracking the status of each memory allocation. Traditionally, system softwares such as operating systems (OS's) have MMS and take a responsibility of the memory management [3] , [20] . However, the lightweight embedded systems that generally do not have an OS, the embedded system software developers (i.e., hardware users) should take care of the memory management by themselves.
Meanwhile, physical (memory) address space for a program (or process) depends on the embedded hardware platforms. Moreover, even on the same hardware platform, physical address spaces change on the fly, so they change over time. For example, various embedded hardware platforms can have different sizes, types, and numbers of RAM (random access memory). And, if a hardware module inside the platform uses memory-mapped IO, the address space assigned to the hardware module must not be assigned to the other modules or programs. In addition, if some range of address space is already assigned to a running program, a newly running program only can access the remaining parts of the address space, therefore the physical addresses assigned for the new program running on the same type of the hardware platforms may be different at time. For the reasons stated above, a compiler assumes that the address space is ideal when compiling the code. This means that the address space is supposed to be large enough, and the addresses are assumed to be consecutive and start at address 0. Compared to the physical address space, this ideal space is called virtual address space.
To run a program (process), it is necessary to map the virtual address to a physical address at runtime. One of the best known technique to manage the mapping is demand paging. Managing the arbitrary size of data can induce significant increase of system complexity. Therefore, it is preferred to use a fixed size of data, which is called page. And the memory management system based on pages is called paging. FIGURE 1 shows the paging based memory management. Since paging is a kind of caching techniques between main memory and storage, the paging has similar behaviors with the cache allocation. When a process references an address, the MMS checks whether the page has already been allocated to physical memory, by referring to the page table where the page table contains all the information of the mapping. If it exists, the MMS will service the request. Otherwise, which is called page fault, the MMS finds an empty frame, which is a segment of physical memory, in order to store a new page reading from the storage. If there is no room, some pages should be swapped out to the storage, similar to the cache eviction. After securing a frame, the mapping between the page and the frame is updated to the page table and then the requested reference is serviced.
MMU is a hardware for MMS that converts a virtual address to a physical address using a page table as shown in FIGURE 2. MMUs are usually integrated within the middle and high end processors, namely each processor has its own MMU. Typically, the entire page table is always in RAM, and the MMU caches the most recently used entries in the page table.
III. MMU EMBEDDED NoC

A. PROPOSED APPROACH
Modern embedded systems are required to perform a variety of functions that multiprocessing must support. The emerging lightweight embedded systems are no exception to this trend. In other words, these lightweight embedded systems require multiprocessing capabilities, making MMUs indispensable for such systems. The direct way to do this is to develop a new ULP lightweight processor with an MMU, because there is no MMU in the existing ULP lightweight processors. But from the embedded system platform engineers' point of view, developing a new processor is not practical because it requires a lot of design effort and development cost. Instead, if there is a way to integrate MMU functionality into an embedded system without modifying the existing processor design (and thus the platform engineer can choose any existing processor based on the design specification), that would be the most practical approach.
To realize this approach, we focused on NoC, an IP commonly found in embedded system platforms, and propose to embed an MMU into NoC. NoC plays an important role in supporting concurrent communication on embedded system platforms [8] , [27] , [28] . In state-of-the-art embedded systems, NoC has become one of the most popular system interconnect IPs owing to its ability to overcome the limitations of the conventional bus-based system interconnects (e.g., unbearable increasing density and complexity induced by the system interconnect) [29] - [31] . Motivated by the fact that a processor in the platform with NoC communicates with other IPs only through the dedicated network interface (NI) in the NoC, we come up with an idea that we implement an MMU in an NI, as shown in FIGURE 3, so that we can easily provide the MMU functionality to the platform regardless of the processor types in the platform. outside the processors [22] - [26] . For example, an on-chip centralized hardware MMU module was presented for data allocation on the distributed shared memory space in the NoC-based MPSoC [22] . And, a distributed MMU architecture exploiting the NoC architecture was introduced to reduce the memory access bottleneck in contrast of traditional MMU [23] . This work targets the mesh-based NoC and provides detailed memory access mechanism that effectively improves network throughput. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the design complexity and increase the flexibility of memory management in MPSoC, a programmable microcoded controllers including mini-processors was proposed [24] . The microcoded controllers are processor-independent, each of which locates in the node of the NoC. In [25] , a concept of memory protection unit (MPU) based on NoC was introduced. The proposed concept of the MPU covers most of the complex functions of the MMU in the high-end processors, in that it provides data protection in the shared memory as well as the address translation. More recently, a lightweight MMU for many-core accelerators was proposed [26] . The proposed lightweight MMU provides virtual memory support for the cluster-based many cores, and there is a host processor that manages the lightweight MMU.
Our approach in this paper is similar to the previous works that separate MMUs from the processors and deploy them in NoC [23] - [25] . However, compared to the previous works aimed at MPSoC for high-performance platforms and to improve the performance of MPSoC, this approach aims at a lightweight platform in which the MMUs embedded in the NoC should be light and to simply support the address translation. In this regard, the previous studies except [24] that only perform simulations based on conceptual MMU design methods without implementing real MMUs in NoC may not be practical for the lightweight embedded systems.
In this paper, we devise a lightweight MMU on NoC (MMNoC) and implement the lightweight embedded system prototype equipped with the MMNoC. Based on the prototype, we provide detailed experimental results in Section IV. Note that the MMNoC prototype demonstrates the much smaller number of gates are required for the MMNoC than the microcoded controller presented in [24] .
C. MMNoC ARCHITECTURE
On the basis that the MMNoC targets lightweight embedded system platforms whereby the low power and small area are desirable, the MMU is designed to have small footprint, and therefore supports the minimal functionality of common MMU and NoC. The details of the proposed MMU architecture in the MMNoC is described in FIGURE 4. As seen in the figure, the MMU has several page FIGURE 5 shows the examples of how the PTEs operate in the MMU. We divide an address into several parts and configure the number of parts as four in these examples. A base address and valid parts represent a virtual address page to be converted by one PTE. The valid parts determine the size of the page by indicating the parts to be compared between a virtual address and a base address. For example, the valid parts ''1100'' in FIGURE 5 (a) and ''1110'' and FIGURE 5 (b) mean that each page size is 256kB and 16kB, respectively. The comparison result of the virtual address and the base address is processed to the matched parts as seen in the figure. 
end if 27: end function
The comparison procedure is designed to be performed only when the corresponding valid parts is 1. For instance in FIGURE 5 (a), since only the first and second valid parts are 1, no comparison is performed for the remaining parts, while a comparison between the base address and the virtual address is performed for the first and second parts. As the comparison results, both first and second parts report 1 to the matched parts, because the virtual and base addresses in each part fall into line. Without comparison, the third and fourth parts just write 1 to the corresponding matched part. Meanwhile, as seen in FIGURE 5 (b) , because the first, second and third valid parts are 1, the comparisons are performed to these parts. The base and virtual addresses in the first part are same, which writes 1 to the matched part, while the second and third pare not, thereby writing 0 to the matched parts.
Finally, we conduct an 'AND' operation on the matched part to confirm if the virtual address matches the target range of the PTE. From the matched bit in FIGURE 5 (a) and (b), each of which is 1 and 0, we conclude that it is matched and mismatched, respectively.
The detailed procedure of the PTE operation is introduced in Algorithm 1. Compared to the description of the above example, we add a new process to cover the invalid PTE in the algorithm, which is described in the line 7∼8. In a case when all valid parts are 0, it semantically means that the PTE is not configured. In this case, however, the match bit can be set to 1, which is undesirable. Therefore, we add the process that forces to set the matched bit to 0, when all the valid parts are 0.
By collecting the matched bits of all PTEs, the page fault can be determined. In other words, if there is no matched bit that holds 1 (i.e., all the matched bits are 0), a page fault will be generated. Otherwise, the address translation should be performed for each case where the matched bit is 1. On the hardware side, there may be many cases where the match bit is 1, so the system software must manage that the addresses should not be overlapped. Meanwhile, as described in FIGURE 4, we use a multiplexer to select a target address that will be converted to a physical address. The target address is generated by concatenating the valid parts of the target base address and the invalid parts of the virtual address. An example of generating a target address is provided in FIGURE 6 .
The proposed MMU has an interface for configuring three kinds of registers for the base address, the valid part and the target base address. We design the interface to have memory-mapped I/O implemented as an advanced peripheral bus (APB) protocol for configuration. However, this implementation may cause a critical problem, which must be handled and addressed carefully. Since the addresses for the configuration also pass the MMU, they can cause infinite page faults. This means that if a processor tries to write to the MMU for the first time when the PTE is not configured, a page fault will occur. Because of the page fault, the processor repeatedly attempts to access the MMU via memory-mapped I/O, resulting in the infinite loop. In order to prevent this problem, Therefore, to prevent this problem, we add a special PTE that is responsible for the configuration address. When the MMU receives a configuration address, then this special PTE always set the matched bit to be 1, so that the address passes the MMU without a page fault. The special PTE is fixed at the design time and not changeable during the execution time.
The entire architecture of the proposed MMU is designed to be configurable and customizable for different platforms. Depending on how platform developers/designers set different values for the valid parts, the MMU can have multiple page sizes. This allows the developer to maximize memory usage. Especially, the developers can choose the page sizes by adjusting the number of address parts in the design time, and the selected page sizes can be used during the run time. In addition, developers can minimize the occupying area of the MMU, by inserting the minimum numbers of PTEs based on the expecting system requirement.
D. MMNoC DESIGN
The proposed MMNoC exploits the application-specific NoC (ASNoC). AsNoC [32] is the most practical and widely used NoC type in modern embedded system platforms. ASNoC tools such as FlexNoC [33] , NIC-301 [34] , and SonicsGN provide development environments for customizing NoC depending on a target system. FIGURE 7 shows a representative architecture of the ASNoC, which consists of NIs and switches (SWs). AsNoC is designed by arranging NI to connect with IP and then configuring the SW according to the target platform. Converting IP interfaces is one of the key issues in ASNoC design, unlike regular structured NoCs. This is because the interfaces vary in protocol and data width [31] . For example, the three AMBA protocols [35] , advanced extensible interface (AXI), advanced high-performance bus (AHB), and APB, have similar but different characteristics to each other, which can be depicted as Venn diagram in FIGURE 8. In the figure, the relative complement sets should be managed by the ASNoC. We developed our own ASNoC based on the presented architecture in [31] , that supports various types of IP interface conversions and designed very compact for low power and low cost embedded systems. The proposed MMU is then implemented in this ASNoC.
To design the MMNoC, the NI for the AXI master is first designed, which is shown in FIGURE 9. The AXI protocol has five channels including two address channels. Because duplicating an MMU for each address channel causes large overhead, the NI is design to support the two channel arbitration so as to share a single MMU. For this purpose, we implement a logic with an arbiter, a mux, and a demux as described in the figure. The virtual address is translated to the physical address in the two channels through the MMU, and then the channels enters to the AXI inputted NI. Then the NIs for the other protocols (e.g., APB, AHP) are easily designed based on the presented AXI NI, because they may be implemented with only on channel. In addition, the proposed MMNoC design is a general solution for embedding MMU into NoC that is not limited to the presented ASNoC, in that the new NI design does not need to modify the original internal structure of NI.
The proposed MMU has the APB interface described in Section III-C, and it is connected to NoC as shown in FIGURE 3. Consequently, the processor can control the MMU using simple read/write memory operations that can be written in a high-level language instead of an assembly language. Namely, the simple read/write operations to the MMU control are independent of the processor architecture and can be made into application program interfaces (APIs) written in a high-level language. For this reason, software engineers can easily develop the system softwares.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
In order to verify the proposed MMNoC, we implemented a full system including a verification hardware platform as described in FIGURE 10, where the two black colored NI includes the proposed MMU. Two ORCA processors [36] based on RISC-V instruction set architecture were implemented for the dual processors in the platform. Note that the ORCA processor has no MMU. The platform was designed to have a boot ROM and 64kB SRAM. The Ctrl In FIGURE 10 has a responsibility to control the platform based on external JTAG signals, and the UART is one of the standard I/Os for the external interface. Since only the processors utilize the MMU, we setup the processor dedicated NIs to have the MMU. Each MMU has four PTEs, and the number of the address parts is set to eight.
To test the functional accuracy of the proposed MMNoC, we first synthesized the platform by using Xilinx Vivado [37] targeting Artix-7 FPGA, and the target operating frequency is 50Mhz. Note that conventional ULP processors have clock frequency ranges from tens of kHz to tens of MHz [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , so 50 MHz clock frequency is one of the fastest clock frequencies in the ULP processor. The resource consumption of the MMU and NI are reported in TABLE 1. The designed MMU consumes only 85 loop-up tables (LUTs) and 105 flip-flops (FFs), which cause 23% and 16% overhead in LUTs and FFs compared to the conventional NI (i.e., the conventional NI is the NI in the NoC presented in [31] ). As a result, the resource consumption of the proposed MMNoC including two MMUs is increased by 4% in both LUTs and FFs.
The synthesized FPGA prototyping platform is shown in FIGURE 11 . The USB connection in the left side is in charge of configuring Xilinx FPGA chip and linking the UART to the screen of a host machine. When the textitprintf function used in the C library send characters to the UART, the output from the FPGA is printed in the screen. The wires in the topright corner is for the JTAG signals, which is connected to Ctrl in the platform. An OpenOCD program [38] running on the host controls the platform through the JTAG and sets up the multiprocessing.
At the same time, we programmed two testbenches to test multiprocessing capability of the platform. The two testbenches perform sorting 16 numbers (sort) and generating 96 prime numbers (prime). Binary codes for the two testbenches were loaded into 0x10000000 and 0x10004000 in SRAM. Then the first processor is set to execute the sort, while its MMU converts the 1kB address starting with 0x0 into 0x10000000. The second processor runs the prime, while its MMU converts the 1kB address from 0x0 into 0x10004000. FIGURE 12 shows the execution results of the two testbenches. For better readability, we use a lock so that the testbenches are executed sequentially. The results demonstrate the functional accuracy of the proposed MMNoC by confirming that the two programs are running correctly.
After verifying the functional correctness of the MMNoC, we performed evaluations of the MMNoC in terms of performance, area and power overheads induced by the MMNoC. Regarding the performance overhead of MMNoC, we investigated how long it would take to run a single non-multiprogram on a platform with MMNoC compared to when running on a platform without MMNoC. To do that, we implemented two prototype platforms in the Artix-7 FPGAs. Both platforms have one RISC-V core, but one has MMNoC and the other has no MMU. Then, selected five benchmark programs, Coremark, Sieve, Bubble sort, Fibonacci, and Sobel filter were run in the two platforms. TABLE 2 reports the resulting execution times of the benchmarks. The execution time is increased by only about 7.5% on all benchmarks, leading to the conclusion that the multiprocessing capability of MMNoC can outweigh the small performance degradation.
In order to investigate the area and power overheads, we synthesized the prototyping platform in FIGURE 10 by using a state-of-the-art commercial CMOS technology, Samsung 28nm FD-SOI technology. compared to the MMU-less NoC. In other words, for the case of the target platform that has dual cores, the resulting area and power overheads of the MMNoC are about 10% and 7%. Compared to the synthesized microcoded controller proposed in [24] whereby two mini processors, a NI and a core interface are required and take 44k GE, the lightweight MMU in this paper only requires 1K (i.e., the whole NoC with six NIs and two MMUs even takes only 25k GE, still almost half of the microcoded controller in [24] ).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper have introduced a new approach to MMU functionality in the lightweight embedded systems targeting low power and low cost. A novel architecture to embed MMU into NoC has been proposed, enabling multiprocessing in the lightweight embedded system platforms. The details of the MMU design and how it is integrated into NoC have been presented with specific AsNoC designs. We called the proposed MMU embedded NoC, MMNoC.
Since the MMNoC does not need to modify the original architecture of the NoC, the proposed method is easily applied to the various types of NoC. The MMNoC allows embedded system hardware engineers to leverage the existing lightweight processors (that normally do not have MMU) to build a target platform that supports multiprocessing. Furthermore, owing to the simple way to program a code for the MMU control in the MMNoC, embedded system software engineers can easily develop the system software.
A entire prototype platform with MMNoC has been implemented in synthesizable verilog RTL codes and synthesized with FPGA and Samsung 28nm FD-SOI technology. The FPGA synthesized results have verified the functional accuracy of the MMNoC and 16∼23% more resources requirements than a NI, which is only 4% of the entire NoC. The 28nm FD-SOI synthesized results have demonstrated that a MMU in the MMNoC takes only 1.1K GE and consumes 79µW, which leads us to conclude that the multiprocessing capability can outweigh the associated overhead. 
